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A SEMIGROUP TREATMENT OF A ONE DIMENSIONAL
NONLINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATION

HISAMITSU SERIZAWA

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Abstract. In this paper we study the existence, uniqueness and differentiability

of solutions (in a certain generalized sense) for the nonlinear parabolic equation

u, = uxx - F{u, ux) (0 < x < 1, t > 0),

under the maximal monotone boundary conditions:

(-l)'ux(t,i)eßi(u(t,i))t t>0, 1=0,1.

1. Introduction and summary of results

We consider the following initial boundary value problem:

(Ui = ttxx-F(u,ux),    t>0,0<x<l

ux(t,0)Gß0(u(t,0)),     -ux(t,l)Gßx(u(t,l)), t>0

u(0,x) = u0(x),    0 < jc < 1,

from the viewpoint of the theory of nonlinear semigroups.

Throughout this paper we assume that

(ß)   ßi is a maximal monotone graph in R x R with 0 G fi¡(0), i = 0,1,

(F0)   F: Rx R -* R is a continuous function such that ,F(0,0) = 0 and

F(-,p): R —> R is nondecreasing for each p G R.

Choose C[0,1] as the Banach space associated with (P) and define an oper-

ator A in C[0,1] by

(1.1) ^) = {«eC2[0,l];    (-l)'u(i)Gßi(u(i)),i = 0,l}

Au = u" - F(u,u),    ugD(A).

Then A is dissipative in C[0,1] and the problem (P) can be viewed as an

evolution equation: ,

(1.2) du/dt = Au(t),       t>0, u(0) = u0inC[0,l].
-
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rC[0,l]
If A is w-dissipative in C[0,1], then for every u0 G D(A) ' the Crandall-

Liggett theorem [2] provides us with the unique solution (in a certain generalized

sense) of (1.2) represented by the exponential formula:

(1.3) u(t,-)= hm (I-XA)~i,/X]uJ=e\p(tA)uA,       t > 0.
x—»o+

We shall call u(t, •) the semigroup solution of (P).

The purpose of this paper is to give conditions on F(u,p) under which the

operator A defined by (1.1) is w-dissipative in C[0,1].

Theorem. Let (ß) and (FO) hold, and assume in addition that one of the fol-

lowing conditions holds:

(Fl) \F(u,p)\ < C(w) -n(\p\) forall(u,p) G Rx R, where £(■): R -►
[0,co) is continuous, and n(-): [0,oo) —> (0,oo) is continuous, nonde-

creasing and f0°° -£* dr = oo.

(F2)   Fu: R x R —> R is continuous and F(0,p) = 0 for all p G R.

Then the operator A defined by (1.1) is m-dissipative in C[0,1].

Our result is closely related to the work of Konishi [5], in which he treated

the existence, uniqueness and differentiability of semigroup solutions for the

equation ut = uxx - F(ux) under the periodic boundary conditions. By almost

the same methods in [5], we can examine the differentiability of semigroup

solutions of (P).

Let us define the operator A in L°°(0,1) by

(1.4)

D(A) = {u G c'[0,1] ; u" G L°°(0,1), (-l)V(z) G ß,(u(i)), i = 0,1},

Au = u   - F(u,u),u G D(A).

Proposition. Let the hypothesis of the theorem be satisfied. For each u0 G D(A)

let u(t) = exp(tA)u0, t > 0 be the semigroup solution of (P). Then we have the

following:

(i)   u(t)GD(A) for t>0.

(ii)   MeC([0,oo);C'[0,l]).

(iii) u: [0,oo) -► L°°(0,1) = l'(0,1)* is weakly* continuously differen-

tiable and

w* - (d/dt)u(t) = Au(t) in L°°(0,1) for t > 0.

2. Preliminaries

In what follows, by C[0,1] we mean the Banach space of all real valued con-

tinuous functions on [0,1] with the supremum norm || ||. C[0,1] is a closed

subspace of the Banach space L°°(0,1) with the norm ||w||oo = ess sup{|iz(x)| ;

x G (0,1)}, and Hw^ = ||w|| for all u G C[0,1]. Similarly, let C'[0,1]
denote the Banach space of all continuously differentiable functions on [0,1]

with the norm ||w||, = max{||«||, ||w'||} .
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An operator A: D(A) c X —> X in a Banach space (X, || ||) is called dissi-

pative if

II« - v\\ <\\u-v - X(Au - Av)\\       for all u,v G D(A)

and X > 0.

A dissipative operator A in X is said to be m-dissipative if R(I - XA) = X

for every, or equivalently, for some X > 0 ; here R(I - XA) denotes the range

of I-XA.
A subset ß c R x R is called monotone if (zz1 - u2)(vx -v2)>0 whenever

v. G /?(«,), / = 1,2. A monotone set not properly contained in any other

monotone set is called maximal monotone. For more details on this material

see [1].

3. Proof of Theorem

We begin with the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let (ß) and (FO) hold. Then the operator A defined by (1.1) is
dissipative in C[0,1 ].

Proof. Let u, v G D(A) and let ||z< - v\\ = \u(x0) - v(xQ)\, x0 G [0,1]. Then

we have

(3.1) u (x0) - v'(x0) = 0,    (u(x0)-v(x0))(u"(x0)-v"(x0))<0,

by maximum principle arguments and by the monotonicity of ßl., i = 0,1.

From this and (FO) the assertion follows easily.

The following lemma is a slight modification of [4, Chapter 12, Lemma 5.1].

Lemma 2. Let n : [0, oo) —► (0, oo) be a continuous and nondecreasing function

satisfying /0°°(>7>/(/")) dr = oo, and let R > 0, K > 0, C > 0 be real numbers.

Then there exists a number M (depending only on n, R, K, C) with the

following property:

If ueC2[0,l], |k(jc)| <R and \u"(x)\ < K+ Cn(\u'(x)\), x G [0,1], then

\u'(x)\ <M for all xe[0,l].

Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 1 it suffices to show R(I - A) = C[0,1]. Define

the operator A0 in C[0,1] by AQu = u" for u G D(A). Then AQ is m-

dissipative in C[0,1] and (I - A0)~{ : C[0,1] —► C'[0,1] is continuous and

compact. (See [3, Lemma 4.3] or [7, Proposition 1].)

Fix an arbitrary / e C[0,1] and solve the equation

(3.2) u = (I-A0)-\f-F(u,u')).

Then the solution of (3.2) satisfies u - Au = f.

For m = 1,2, ... let

{f-F(v,v') if|M|,<m,

f-F(mv/\\v\\x,mv'/\\v\\x)       if\\v\\x>m.
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Bm : C [0,1 ] —* C[0,1 ] is continuous and uniformly bounded. Consequently

Tm = (I-AQ)~ Bm: C [0,1] —► C [0,1] is continuous, compact and uniformly

bounded. Hence Tm maps some closed ball in C [0,1] into itself, and so by

the Schauder's fixed point theorem we get a fixed point

(3.3) umGD(A);       um = (I - A0fl Bmum,       m =1,2,....

If there is an m0 such that ||wmo||, < m0 then umQ satisfies (3.2), and we

complete the proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that ||wm||, > m for all m.

Then (3.3) can be rewritten as

(3-4) um - u'L+^(«««/ii«*iii »»»4/iku = /.
m = 1,2,....

Let x0 be any point in [0,1] satisfying \\um\\ = \um(x0)\. Then, using (3.1)

with u = um and v = 0 we get u'm(x0) = 0, u m(Xçf)u"m(x0) - 0 • Passing this

into (3.4) gives

IKH2 + E(mum(x0)/\\ujx,0)um(x0) < ll/ll ||uj|.

From this and (F0) we obtain

(3.5) \\uj<\\f\\  for all m.

On the other hand, if F satisfies the condition (Fl) then it follows from

(3.4) and (3.5) that

\ujx)\ < 2II/II + Cn(\ujx)\)       for all x G [0,1],

where C = max{Ç(u) ; \u\ < ||/||} . Hence, it follows from Lemma 2 that there

exists a constant M such that

(3.6) ||m^|| < M        for all m.

Thus, by (3.5) and (3.6), we have

||ttj), <max{||/||,M}       forallm,

which is the desired contradiction.

Next suppose that F satisfies the condition (F2). Multiplying (3.4) by u"m

and integrating over [0,1] we obtain

-Kyjo+/    U'm2dx+ /    u'mdx
Jo Jo

- F(mUm/\\UJl>mU'm/WUJi)U'Ldx = -        fUmdx.
Jo Jo

Let G(u,p) = /g F(u,r)dr. Then, by using (F0) and (F2), we can check easily

that G(u,p)up > 0 and Gu(u,p)p > 0 for all u,p G R. Hence by (/?) we
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have

/   F{mum/\\um\\x,muml\\um\\x)u"mdx
Jo

= m~l\\um\\x[G(muml\\um\\x,muJ\\uJx)}[

-  I   G¿mUmlWUmWx >mU'ml\\Um\\x)U'mdx ^ °-
Jo

From this and the monotonicity of ßl■, i = 0,1, we see that

j\:2dx<-jjuyx<^\f2+u:2)dx,

and hence

fu"m2dx< f f2dx<\\f\t
Jo Jo

Since u'(x) = fx u"(r)dr, we can conclude that

(3-7) llOl < ll/ll-

Thus, by (3.5) and (3.7), we have

«Mjl,< ll/ll       for all m,

which is also the desired contradiction. This completes the proof.

Remark. The Theorem is true if we assume (ß), (FO) and one of the following

conditions:

(F3)   Fu: RxR^ R is continuous, F(u ,p)>0 for all (u,p)GRxR and

R(ßi)C[0,oo),i = 0,l.

(F4)   Fu: R x R -► R is continuous, F(u ,p) < 0 for all (u,p) GRx R and

R(ßi)c(-oo,0],i = 0,l.

(F5)   Fu: R x R —> R is continuous and ßi = 0,i = 0,1.

4. Proof of proposition

In a similar way as in [5] we can prove the proposition. However, for com-

pleteness, we give here an outline of the proof.

The operator A defined by ( 1.4) is dissipative in L°° (0,1) and satisfies the

range condition:

_L°°(0 1)
R(I - XÄ) D R(I - XA) = C[0,1] D DjÄ)Cl°'l] = D(Ä)

= {u G C[0,1];u(i) G Djß~), i = 0,\}(=D),       X>0.

Thus A generates a nonlinear contraction semigroup exp(Z^), t > 0 on D in

the sense of Crandall-Liggett [2], which together with (1.3) implies

exp(tÄ)u0 = exp(tA)u0       for all t > 0, u0G D.
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Let u0 G D(A). Then

ii(/-^r['/A]Moii<iiw0ii,

\\À(I - XAfí'^uJ^ < WÄuqW^       for each X > 0 and t > 0.

Define the operator A by

Z)(A) = {MeC[0,l];M'€Loo(0,l)},

Au = u        for u G D(A).

Then, by the same way as in the proofs of (3.6) and (3.7), we obtain the estimate:

\\N(I-XAy[tl\\\<M,

where M is a constant independent of X > 0 and t > 0. Hence it follows that

||A2(/-^)-[i/A1Mo||oo<||i'Mo|

From these estimates we see that

||A2(/ - XA) ^«„1^ < WÂuJ^ + max{\F(u ,p)\ ; \u\ < \\uQ\\, \p\ < M}.

s- lim A(I-XA) i,/X]u0 = Aexp(tA)u0 inC[0,l],

w* - lim Ä(I - XA)~[,/X]u0 = Äexp(tA)u0 in L°°(0,1)

for each t > 0.

Furthermore, we can check that

exp(-^4)w0 G C([0, oo) ; C [0,1]) and the function

t G [O.oo) — Àexp(tA)u0 G L°°(0,1)

is weakly* continuous. Thus, by using the estimate due to Ôharu [6, (8)], we

can conclude that

exp(tA)u0 - u0 = w* - /  ^exp(s^)zz0 ds   inL°°(0,1),
Jo

t>0, from which the assertion follows.
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